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SCHOOL NEWSLETTER
Heads Up

‘New normal’ Week 9 of lockdown! You may be thinking, like me, if it will ever end.
When will we go back to normal? That is the question on everyone’s mind. Maybe we
won’t. Maybe how we did things in the past, will stay in the past and we will find a
‘new normal’. This 9-week lockdown has allowed us all the time and space to think
about our lives, how we live them and what is most important to us. I feel like things
could be changing in society. Acts of kindness and generosity, greater
thoughtfulness and consideration for others are now becoming the norm and not the
exception. This must continue and become the ‘new normal’.
We have all been challenged to learn new skills. We have developed our
understanding of ICT to enable us to communicate, share and assign work and plan
and collaborate in new ways. Some of these skills we have learnt and developed

A brilliant design from Holly
Brough Y7

quickly as a response to the Covid crisis. The learning platforms we have set up and new ways of doing things may become
the ‘new normal’. I can imagine that in the next academic year we will continue to use the school sharepoint site to help you
learn. This can only be a positive thing in that you will have access to the same learning materials at home as in school. These
new skills will no doubt help you in your future career.
During the lockdown you will have learnt about self-discipline and motivation. You will have found it difficult working from
home with all the temptations and distractions available to you but many of you have found a new way of working, a
routine, to ensure your learning continues. This is admirable and must continue to be your ‘new normal’ approach towards
your studies. You have had to motive yourself, have found the discipline to put down your phone and turn the TV off and
focus on the tasks you have been set by your teachers. These attributes make you highly employable and will take you far in
your chosen career.
‘Out of crisis comes opportunity’ is a phrase you may have heard before. Think about the positives you can take from the
current situation and ask yourselves what the ‘new normal’ will be for you once this is over.

Mr Parker

#Notallsuperheroeswearcapes
Here are some of the amazing examples of the #notallheroeswearcapes challenge Mr
Parker set in the last newsletter. See how you can take part on the next page.

Incredible Art work from
Reece Pearson Y11

A Poignant poem from Isla
Overend-Hogg Y7
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Mr Parker's Challenge
#Notallsuperheroeswearcapes

There has been some fantastic support demonstrated by people
across the country to show their appreciation for the many heroes
of this pandemic

Now’s your chance to pay tribute to a hero...

•Your chosen hero can be anyone at all who you want to thank or
show your appreciation for.
•It can be someone you know personally but it doesn’t have to be.
There are lots of ways you can pay tribute – whatever way you decide just send your entries to
NParker@hgcsc.co.uk
We know not everyone may want their name published – if you would prefer to stay anonymous
then just let us know when you email.
Big or small it doesn’t matter, just pick a task that you feel comfortable with. It would just be great
to hear about who your heroes are. So, what could you do?
•Write a letter to your hero explaining why you think they are brilliant.
•Write a poem about your hero to show your appreciation for what they have done.
•Write a quick but heartfelt tweet (240 characters!) to give thanks to your hero.
•Produce a piece of art in celebration of what your hero has achieved – the image of the boy is by
Banksy and the previous page is one of many by the artist Rebecca Osborne
•Create / produce a video message to celebrate the work of your hero.
•Write a diary entry or blog post reflecting on the work your hero has done and why you think
they deserve recognition.
•If your hero is someone you know personally you could interview them to find out more about a
day in their life. You could write this up as an article with the headline: “A Day in the Life of a
Hero”.
We would like to create an anthology of your appreciation so please take this opportunity to give
thanks to a hero!

For more inspiration, visit the websites below. Click on the image or copy the link underneath
Artist Rebecca Osborne
Artist Rebecca Osborne

https://www.rebeccaosborne.co.uk/

Artist Rachel List

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-englandleeds-52331706/artist-brightens-up-town-withnhs-tribute-murals

Artist Pete McKee
Artist Pete McKee

https://shop.petemckee.com/products/be-kindto-the-frontlinevariant=31278277230661

Poetry book 'These are
the hands

https://www.waterst
ones.com/book/these
-are-thehands/9781911048404

Poem 'These are the
Hands' Micheal Rosen

Poem by Matthew Kelly read
by Christopher Eccleston

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vb3vKDyQ244

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-politics52158721/coronavirus-christopher-ecclestonreads-a-poetic-tribute-to-the-nhs

Artist Banksy

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts52556544
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Well-being Home Learning Challenge
Complete 1 challenge every day from the grid below and email evidence of 5
#lockdownchallenges to rse@hgcsc.co.uk for a chance to win a prize! (please
title your email withPDD challenge & your name)
Lots of people, such as
doctors, carers,
supermarket staff and
delivery drivers, are
working hard to keep you
safe. Create a ‘thank you’
card to give to someone
you know.

Try the Headspace
Create a comic strip
Play 20 questions with a
about a funny or random friend over the phone (pickapp (for wellbeing): find
lockdown situation. Display a person/place and guess somewhere quiet, plug in
it in your house or send it
with only 20 questions. your earphones and try it
to a friend to make them
Make it harder by only out.
smile!
responding with ‘yes’ or (https://www.headspace.com/h
eadspace-meditation-app
‘no’!).

Have a movie night with Find an item in your
others in your home. Enjoy house for every letter of a
some popcorn and turn
word (e.g. your name) and
your phone off! You could take a photo. Make it
even get creative with
harder by finding an item
tickets and a red carpet! for every letter of the
alphabet!

Create 5 exercises or
games involving a
waterbottle. Share them
with a friend and
challenge
them to have a go!

Make a sleep journal:
track how many hours you
sleep each night and how
you feel the next day.
Decide which day you felt
best and try to get the
same amountof sleep
tomorrow!

Primary School Challenge

We’re planning to do a transition special
in a future edition of this newsletter and
we need your help! If you, like Ivy here,
will be joining us in September as part of
our new year 7 cohort we’d love to
feature what you’ve been up to during
lockdown. Maybe some fantastic art
projects, some books you’ve loved
reading, fitness challenges- anything!
Send a picture to
newsletter@hgcsc.co.uk We can’t wait
to welcome you to HGCSC.

Places to go if you need some well-being help - click on the images to go to the websites

Well done to
Ivy Brooker,
joing us in Y7 in
September, for
getting creative
building a
Go-Cart.

Remember you can also email your teachers
or the well being team (Bev and Rochelle) at wellbeing@hgcsc.co.uk

University Challenge
Have you thought about going to University after college?
Do you want to know more about what University means?
Would you like to take part in University style lectures?
If so then visit then The Brilliant Club is for you.
Click on The Brilliant Club logo to go to their website or get
started by wathcing the Youtube videos below.
Let us know what you think at newsletter@hgcsc.co.uk

Watch the video to find out what University is all about.

Watch the video to find out about different subjects you
can study.

Watch the video to find out about
university life outside of lectures.

Watch the video to experience a University style lecture on
'Why didn't medieval women take selfies?'
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Amazing Art
from Jess
Y10!

nal
ptio
Exce from
lish
Eng is Y8
Trav

Outstanding Learning
Capital
Computer
Sceince from
Isla Y7

ER
WINN

Fantastic
Computer
Science from
Alfie y7

ER
WINN

Well done to Emma
Hopkins in Y10 who was
nominated by Mr
Chatfield for fantastic
effort keeping in touch
and sending in tons of
work
ER
WINN

Outstanding
organisation
from Ben Y7!

Well done David
in Y9 for your
brilliant Covid
Rap!

Astounding
Art from
Maisie in Y7!

Well done to Amelia
and Anah Karim in
Y8 nominated by
Señora Lacey- for
completing multiple
extension tasks and
GCSE level work for
Spanish at home!

Shout Outs
Well done to
Annalie Hammond
in Y8 nominated by
Mr Banks for an
amazing WW2
monologue script

Well done to Alfie
Webster in Y10
nominated by Mr
Davis for brilliant
computer
programming work!

Well done to Casey
Hague in Y7
nominated by Miss
Foster for her
wonderful creative
writing!

Well done to
Joshua Lydon who
raised over £300
for St Luke’s
hospice by shaving
his head

Well done to
Macey Booker in
Y10
for fantastic Maths
and Physics work!

Well done Josh Watson
in Y7
nominated by Mrs
Brocklesby for
completing so much
work and sending in a
wonderful description of
his holiday!

Well done Jake
Lonsdale – Jordan
in Y9 for very well
organised Home
Learning!

Our poetry competition winner Katie Leigh has sent in a powerful
follow up poem after being diagnosed with Covid 19
Now I have covid, I know what its like,
Not being able to run, just having to stay inside,
Everyday people die from the this illness,
I’m one of the people who have been lucky to get through this,
You wake up everyday wondering if it will be your last,
Because the rumours get spread around the world quite fast,
Downtime is what we need, we need to stop going outside,
People are dying but you only care for your social lives,
This is why we get the illness, people go out for the sake of it,I
f thats what you do, we’ll never get through this,
Knowing many people have surrvived from this, it really is quite a blessing,
The lesser that people die, means it will be less distressing,
People that are going through this, I know what its like,
You want to see family, but you have to hide away from the light,
Everyone that has got through this you really deserve respect,
To the ones who have passed, we will take the time to reflect,
We’ve had good times together on this world,
So lets come together to help fix hurt.

Well done to Freddie
Marschner in Y7
nominated by Miss
Williams and Miss
Ibrahim for engaging
with every task set!
Well done Evie
Hostead in
Y7 nominated by
Miss Maw for her
fantastic English
work!!

Well done to
Shannon Linfoot
Y10 nominated by
Miss Rawson for
excellent effort at
being an at-home
historian!

Well done to Ashton
Chappell in Y7
nominated by Mr
Rockcliffe for
excellent quality of
work sent in to all
subjects!

Well done to Armaan
Ali in y10 nominated by
Mrs Braithwaite and
Miss Foster for
completing his BTEC
Barriers pride work to
a superb level!

Well done to Leon
Garnett in Y7
nominated by Miss
Williams for
fantastic VE day
research!

We love seeing all the photos of your
home learning and activities. Please
keep sending in your photos, work
examples, videos, news and shout-outs
to newsletter@hgcsc.co.uk and you
could be in with the chance to WIN A
£10 AMAZON VOUCHER!

Y10 Seneca Shoutouts
If you haven't signed up already click
the logo to go to the website!

Amir
Ruby
Shannon
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Fitness Challenge
This week's fitness challenge is getting out and about in the local area. The walk takes about an hour and is a circular route so you
can start at any point. Use the map as well as the notes to navigate yourself around and look for the images on the map. When you
get home, investigate some of the historical places Handsworth has to offer. Circular Walk – Distance 3 miles, time taken 1 hour
From Handsworth Turn left on to Beaver Turn second right down Orgreave Walk back up Orgreave Continue up to the
Grange School Hill road and left again Lane, cross the railway bridge and
Lane, cross the main
top of Handsworth
head up the hill for a nice view.
Main entrance,
walking up Retford
road and head up
where you can
turn right
Road. Cross over the Turn left and follow the path down Orgreave Lane, past the
explore and find
towards Beaver
Road and turn right the hill, left again at the bottom to cemetery. Look for the some of Handsworths'
Hill Road.
along Rotherham road. get back to the railway bridge.
little church at the top. historical offerings.

When you have finished
come down Bramley
Lane, the road bends to
the left. Keep straight on
and onto the public
footpath known as
Grange Lane. Keep
straight on the path until
the fork with ‘Not a Bin’.
Take the left fork and
follow the path past the
back of Ballifield school.
At the end of the path
turn right and back
towards Handsworth
Grange School.
How to enter: ask your child to write a story of up to 300 words, using the theme
BIG DREAMS. Submit it online by midnight on 28th May. They can interpret the
theme however they like: an epic fantasy inspired by a dream, an amazing
adventure that takes place in another world, or a true-to-life story set in an
imaginary school. The winning stories will be chosen by not one, not two, but six
amazing Puffin authors: Nathan Bryon and Sam Copeland (6-10), Robin Stevens
and Yassmin Abdel-Magied (11-15), and Emma Smith-Barton and Carrie Hope
Fletcher (15-18). Our esteemed judges will award one winner in each age group the
grand prize of a £200 National Book Token, with added prizes of 2 x £100 and 16 x
£50 National Book Tokens in each category. The winners will be announced on
Sunday 14th June by the authors themselves at the Puffin Festival of Big Dreams
Click on the picture above to visit the website or copy think link below:
on Puffin Books' YouTube and Facebook channels, and the three winning stories
https://www.nationalbooktokens.com/big-dreams?
utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_content=big-dreams
will be published on our website. We can't wait to read all these big dreams!

Culture Box 1

Culture Box 2

Culture Box 3

Culture Box 4

Listen to a Roald Dahl
Audio book, new one each
week. What is your
favourite Book? Send us a
picture and a blurb about it
to newsletter@hgcsc.co.uk

Try some science with Greg
Foot and George’s
marvellous medicine

Find out all about the
amazing Great Barrier Reef
by clinking on the image
below

Many of our pupils and their
families will be celebrating
Eid over the coming days.
Have you
ever wondered about this
celebration?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
time_continue=1&v=EJNSg_oMrOQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vGyXsrYNc2E&list=PLJOUv79StzGw6LzBTU
I4R4uS1lD_9ufMf&index=4&t=0s

https://greatbarrierreef.org/about-the-reef

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
time_continue=18&amp;v=qFU9Cb0D6lo&amp;f
eature=emb_logo
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Wellbeing Weekly
Keeping well with Bev and Rochelle
Hello.this

week is Mental Health Awareness week!
The theme is ‘Kindness’. We know from the
research that kindness and our mental health are
deeply connected. The research shows that kindness
is an antidote to isolation and creates a sense of
belonging. It helps reduce stress, brings a fresh
perspective and deepens friendships.

TIP OF THE
WEEK – go
for a walk and
perhaps carry
out an act of
kindness!

This Week Rochelle has been celebrating several
family members’ birthdays and organised a
virtual quiz and bingo night via Facetime.
Why not try your own
act of kindness and encourage your children too!

Maybe someone has done something kind for you
during this time, or you’ve done something kind, it
would be lovely to hear your ‘Acts of Kindness’
stories!
Take care everyone and stay safe.

Bev and Rochelle

Bev has fulfilled her own act of kindness by
sending a hug through the post to her son-in-law
following some good news from the hospital. Now
her daughters want one too!

Some of our families are receiving regular
phone calls from us, so if you feel that you or
your child would benefit from a chat with one
of us then please contact us.
Contact us via email. Please ensure you give
your name and your child’s name.
Email: wellbeing@hgcsc.co.uk
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Head of Year Messages
Lockdown message from Mr Simpson- Head of Year 7:
Hello Y7’s and family, hope you are all taking advantage of the opportunity in this lockdown to get to know one another
better and also those around you. Most of you at this stage will have been contacted by your form tutor or myself to
see how you’re doing and also to see if there is anything we can assist you with. I know the majority of you are
accessing the work through the school website, which is great, but if any of you have been having issues doing this
then I suggest you contact myself on the number in the newsletter or by email so I can assist you in getting online. I
know this is a very different way you are currently expected to learn, and to a certain extent you are solely responsible
to carry out the required learning set by your teachers, and so far the majority appear to be doing well. Keep up the
good work guys. I am really proud of you! For those of you who think you have not worked as much as you should have
since lockdown then I would say make a fresh start after half term. Aim to do 2 subjects a day minimum moving
forward and try to get back into the habit of work. Enjoy the coming week of half term and stay safe. Mr Simpson

Message From Mr Keys – Head of Year 8:
Dear Year 8, I hope you're all still doing ok. I'm sure you're all missing school and being around your
friends by now. Not much has changed since my last newsletter message - there is no easy solution to
any of this - everyone is in the same boat! As you know, we don't know when we'll all be back at school,
so as before: just do the best you can with your online work. If you're struggling, or you're stuck with
something, please let me or your teachers know via email. My nomination for Year 8 performer of the
week is Toby Kent - for putting honey into his omelette instead of onions (he thought it tasted a bit
funny!) What a legend. Good to know some things never change!
Take care - Mr Keys
Message From Mrs Akram – Head of Year 9:
Well we're into what feels like our 199th week of lockdown so we should all be very well adjusted into our lockdown
lifestyles by now (ie Corona haircuts and the casual look). You should also be very familiar with home learning by now,
and be in a routine of logging on on a daily basis. There has been an immense amount of work going on behind the scenes
from teachers and support staff to ensure that we make this new way of learning as smooth and as interesting as possible,
so please please take time to learn new skills in IT (as I have) and maximise every opportunity. I will be sending out lots of
emails over the next few weeks to you all to try and encourage your continued learning and to check on your wellbeing.
You will be entering one of the most important years in September, your GCSE year, and it's vital that you feel equipped
and ready to learn. These times are unique for us all and we have to keep trying our best at everything we do The weather
has been beautiful and it looks set to continue so make the most of getting outdoors for some exercise (remembering to
socially distance) and for lots of fresh air. If any of you need any support with anything at all, be it with your learning or
with your emotional wellbeing, please don't hesitate to contact me via email.Take very good care of yourselves,Mrs Akram

Message From Miss Rawson – Head of Year 10:
During times like these, there are two types of people when it comes to mindset. I like to see myself as ‘solution-focused’. These are people
who ask themselves questions like: ‘What can I do to improve the situation?’. By doing this, they stop focusing on the problem itself.
Instead, they start to focus on what they can do about it, which promotes persistence and a sense of comfort and control.
Whilst you are studying from home, it is easy to become demotivated quickly; even as teachers we have experienced that feeling these days.
However, the people that can maintain their drive; acknowledge the work that they are doing; reflect on why it’s important and how it’s
making a difference are the people that will feel more motivated to do it. They are the people who will succeed.
A nice way to do this is writing to-do lists and reflecting on what you have achieved from your list at the end of the day. Doing this task can
also prompt positive thinking as it encourages you to think about what you have achieved a daily basis. This can improve your mood; wellbeing and it helps to increase satisfaction. Can you switch your thinking to a more solution focused approach or, like me, maybe you're already
there? Keep up all the brilliant work you are doing and what you're achieving as independent learners, I am so looking forward to seeing you
all again soon to be able to celebrate your successes in person! If you’re looking for daily motivation, make sure you're checking your school
emails for my daily updates.

Message From Mr Whitehouse – Head of Year 11:
Hope you are keeping safe and well, please remember to check the Sheffield Progress website on a regular
basis as colleges and sixth forms use this to communicate with students. (https://www.sheffieldprogress.co.uk)
If you need your password resetting for Sheffield Progress then please contact me (dwhitehouse@hgcsc.co.uk)
or Ms Lake (clake@hgcsc.co.uk) who are able to do this for you.
It is worth being proactive and start to look at the content of the courses you will be studying in September e.g.
if you are studying Maths, look at what is included in a Maths A-level or if you are studying a vocational course
look at the skills needed for any coursework that needs to be completed. Again, all this information will be on
the college or sixth form websites and please phone them if you can't access the information. Try and make
links to what you have studied at Handsworth and what you will study in September.
Remember, you will still be able to order your leavers hoodies when school re-opens (you can visit
Fizz-Hoodies website to check what colour you want https://www.fizz-hoodies.co.uk/colours/ ). If
you want to order one, email me with the size and colour you require.
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Accessing home learning
Step 1. Search Handsworth Grange in
google

Step 4. Click
on the ‘Enter Home Learning’ page
button at the top of the page

Each student has a class code and
their teacher's name in their planner

Step 7. Find
the subject that you want access to:
For example a Y7 Biology student
would click: Biology > Year 7 > Week x

Step 5. Use
your school login to sign in to
SharePoint

Step 2. Click Learning

From here you can access lessons
and other materials from your chosen
subject
Step 3. Click Home Learning

Step 6. Click All subjects

All subjects should be shown on this
page

For access to Maths, Btec
DiT/Enterprise or Computer Science
click on the blue links on the right
hand side of the page

Additional Support
If you need to download Microsoft Office onto your
device the information is below.

If you want to get in touch with specific
teachers or departments the emails for
each department are listed below.
To contact your subject teachers please use the
following emails:
English english@hgcsc.co.uk
Maths maths@hgcsc.co.uk
Science science@hgcsc.co.uk
Computer Science ict@hgcsc.co.uk
Creative Arts carts@hgcsc.co.uk
Geography geography@hgcsc.co.uk
Health & Social Care health@hgcsc.co.uk
History history@hgcsc.co.uk
Modern Foreign Languages mfl@hgcsc.co.uk
PE pe@hgcac.co.uk
Sociology sociology@hgcsc.co.uk
Technology technology@hgcsc.co.uk
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Please access the "All Subjects" home learning first- this has been specifically set by your
teachers. You can then have a go at the BBC Bitesize and Oak learning work afterwards.

Accessing BBC Bitesize
Step 1. Search Handsworth Grange in
google

Step 4. Click on the bitesize link

Step 6. When you click your year
group lessons will appear with the
date above them as seen below.

Step 2. Click Learning

Step 5. Choose your year group

Each lesson has a home learning
focus, and includes videos and tasks
to help you!

Step 3. Click Home Learning

Accessing Oak Learning
Step 1. Search Handsworth Grange in
google

Step 4. Click on the Oak Learning
link

Step 6. When you click your year
group you can access different
subjects.
Step 7. Click on the subject that
you want to do, and you will find
resources and quizzes to complete.

Step 2. Click Learning
Step 5. Click on subject, and your
year group

Step 3. Click Home Learning

